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Hawks owner more scoundrel than racist 

By DeWayne Wickham 

Bruce Levenson, I suspect, is more scoundrel than racist. 

The majority owner of the Atlanta Hawks is the latest member of professional sports' ruling class to 

stumble into the national spotlight. Levenson got there recently by revealing that he wrote a racially 

insensitive e-mail two years ago about the black fans who come out in great numbers to see his NBA 

team play. 

"I start looking around our arena during games," Levenson wrote to General Manager Danny Ferry, and 

noticed that the crowds were 70% black, the cheerleaders are black, the music is hip-hop and the people 

who belly up to the arena's bars are 90% black. 

All these black people, Levenson complained, have "scared away the whites" from coming to see his 

overwhelmingly black basketball team compete in the NBA — an overwhelmingly black professional 

sports league. 

His defenders say Levenson is not a racist. They argue he's just a savvy businessman whose efforts to 

make more money got bogged down in the swamp of this nation's racial divide. 

I'm not so sure. To me, what Levenson wrote sounds a lot like Simon Legree, the cruel slave owner 

in Uncle Tom's Cabin, complaining that the slaves are taking over the plantation. Economic greed is a 

taproot of racism, just as it was the driving force behind slavery. 

But as much as he is a racist, Levenson is even more of a schemer. 

He first told NBA Commissioner Adam Silver of his inflammatory 2012 e-mail in July. Last week, 

Levenson announced his own punishment while the NBA was still investigating his revelation as well as 

racially insensitive remarks by Ferry that forced him to take a leave of absence. 

Calling his e-mail "inappropriate and offensive," Levenson said in a news release that "after much long 

and difficult contemplation, I have decided that it is in the best interests of the team, the Atlanta 

community, and the NBA to sell my controlling interest in the Hawks franchise." 

His act of penance, I believe, was more financially inspired than heart-felt. 

Last season, only two of the NBA's 30 teams ranked lower than the Hawks in home game attendance. 

Just three teams have a lower value than the Atlanta franchise, according to Forbes' Business of 

Basketball report. With an estimated worth of just $425 million — Forbes said the Hawks' operating 

income last year was a negative $3.6 million. In other words, it spent more money than it made. 



The Hawks' financial losses — and the perverted good fortune of Donald Sterling, the recently defrocked 

racist owner of the Los Angeles Clippers — I think, brought on Levenson's contrition. Sterling, who was 

caught on an audio tape in a racist rant and was forced by the NBA to sell his team, which Forbes valued 

at $575 million in January. 

Former Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer purchased the Clippers last month for $2 billion, a mega deal that 

had been in the works for weeks before Levenson told the NBA of his own bit of racism. 

While the Hawks don't have the high-profile stars, or play in the nation's second largest news media 

market as the Clippers, the Atlanta team is still one of just 30 franchises in one of the world's most 

popular professional sports. For this reason, it's probably a good bet the Hawks sale will bring in a lot 

more money than the sticker price that Forbes put on it. 

Levenson tried to sell the team in 2011 to Alex Meruelo, a California businessman, for $300 million, 

the Los Angeles Times reported. That deal fell through when the NBA objected to the financial 

arrangements. Now by squealing on himself, Levenson can force the NBA to help him sell his money-

losing team for what will almost certainly be a hefty profit. 

Like I said, the man is more scoundrel than racist. 
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